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This group has been established by WBCCI to help the membership with any of their technical RV problems. Examples of
questions that might be of interest to many members will be published in the Blue Beret. We will respond directly to you, in
response to your email or letter describing a problem you are having. We hope you will find this new service of value in the care
and feeding of your RV. You may contact us as follows: techhelp@wbcci.org or by mail: Howard Lefkowitz, 11508 Colt Terrace,
Silver Spring, MD 20902

THE CFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter) MYSTERY
by Howard Lefkowitz
techhelp@wbcci.org
Over the past several months I have
camped at four areas which only provided power through the use of GFCI
receptacles. At three of these my motor
home immediately tripped the GFCI and
cut off my power while the fourth campground worked fine. All of my other trips
involved either a 30 or 50 ampere circuit
with which I had no problems. Of course,
my home 20 amp receptacle had no
problems powering the Coach. I checked
with several friends who own motor homes
and found similar results with some camp
areas working and others immediately
turning off the power. It seems that lots
of parks, fairgrounds and campgrounds
are going to GFCI receptacles as a
liability protection to prevent a shock
hazard. In one major WBCCI rally they
actually ran a separate electrical line
into the building to a conventional outlet
so I could have power.
The GFCI is not really a ground monitoring device. Its purpose is to monitor
the current in both the Hot and Neutral
(white and black leads) and make sure
they are both the same. If they are not
within 5 ma (.005 amperes) of each other
than the GFCI switches off both the hot
and neutral leads. The GFCI is constantly monitoring the current in each leg
of the circuit and comparing the two. You
can think of this as similar to an electricians clamp-on current meter, which
gives instant readings on the current
being drawn. If you use two clamp-on
meters and then compare the readings,
you have the GFCI sensor system. Now
if they differ by more than 5 ma you
actuate a relay, which opens both the hot

and neutral lines thus removing the output power. The imbalance could be caused
by a leakage to ground caused by a
defective appliance or by a person touching the circuit and unbalancing the current. In fact, a GFCI does not require any
connection to ground at all. You can
install GFCI protected outlets in any
house regardless of age whether or not a
system ground was included in the original house wiring.
A GFCI has a set of output terminals,
so extra outlets may be wired and also
protected. Once the basic GFCI receptacle is tripped the extra outlets will also
have no power. Another option, Figure 1,
is to use a GFCI Circuit Breaker. This

Figure 1

looks just like a regular breaker, but it has
the GFCI reset/test button built into it.
My Coach has a 20 amp GFCI Breaker
with 8 outlet receptacles connected to it.
This provides excellent protection with a
considerable cost savings. The breaker

has two screw terminals one for the hot
and one for the neutral input leads. The
hot lead is connected through the normal
breaker mount and a separate wire (from
the breaker) is connected to the neutral
bus. This provides the current measuring capability for both circuits. There is
no ground connection.
Now let us assume that your Coach is
wired correctly and there are no shorts.
An easy test is to plug into a GFCI which
then trips. Turn off all of the circuit
breakers including the main breakers
and all of the separate circuits. Plug it
into the reset GFCI and if it does not turn
off the power turn on the breakers one at
a time till you find the current leakage
causing the problem. However, if the
GFCI turns off with all of the breakers off
then the problem is not in the individual
circuits. In fact, my coach measured a
direct short between the ground and the
neutral lines regardless of how the breakers where set. Thus, connecting to a
GFCI receptacle would immediately shut
it off.
Further investigation indicated that the
Inverter/Converter had a direct connection between the neutral and ground. It
seems that when the coach is being
powered from the Inverter the power
source must have the neutral and ground
connected. This is true in your home as
well as any shore power source. Neutral
and ground are always connected at one
point in the Power Distribution System
Box. I checked with two major Inverter/
Converter manufacturers and they both
do this. There is a relay which has
normally closed contacts (connection
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between ground and neutral) on the Inverter output. When the
Inverter senses 110 VAC on its input line it operates the relay
and opens the neutral/ground connection. This then allows the
shore power connection to take over. Unfortunately, the GFCI
outlet turns off immediately thus not allowing the relay to
operate.
Why did my coach operate on one of the GFCI equipped
campgrounds? They did not have any ground hooked up to
their GFCI receptacles, thus the Inverter relay could operate
and remove the short since there was no imbalance in the
currents. In fact, if all camping areas realized that they could
have the proper protection without a ground that would solve the
problem for us.
This leads to a logical solution to the problem, regardless of
what the campgrounds do. I built a GFCI interface box which
simply goes between the motorhome 20 amp input and the
campground 20 amp output, Figures 2 and 3. Hook the hot and
neutral leads together and insert a switch between the ground
leads. If you trip the GFCI then insert the interface box and turn
off the switch (ground removed) and allow the Inverter to sense
the shore power. Once the Inverter relay has turned on and
removed the short you can throw the switch and connect your
coach ground to the campgrounds ground and enjoy the shore
power. Be sure to use a 110 VAC, 20 amp rated switch.
This problem primarily applies to a motorhome equipped
with a high capacity Converter/Inverter system that is usually
capable of operating everything except the air-conditioners.
However, if you install extra batteries and a Converter/Inverter
in your trailer you may also have a similar problem. By the way
if you carry a Honda generator, you will find that it does not have
its ground connected to the neutral. This is done so you can
connect multiple generators to increase the total capacity. If
you want to be completely safe, you should connect the
generator ground to the neutral line. This will insure that your
trailer will not be hot relative to a puddle of water. A simple
jumper is all that is needed.
If you need any additional help or have any questions about
living with a GFCI contact us at techhelp@wbcci.org.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

